FOX Sports Delivers World-Class Viewing Experience with Ground-Breaking Live Production System

FOX Sports used TAG Video Systems’ monitoring and visualization platform, running on Intel® Xeon® processors, in all their control rooms and operations multiviewers to show 64 soccer matches live across the U.S. on the FOX and FS1 channels. TAG Video Systems’ platform was an integral part of FOX Sports’ ground-breaking; first-of-its-kind live-production system called a flypack. The system includes a full control room, 40 tech core racks, and 10 venue racks. The equipment racks can be flown via 747 from venue to venue instead of traveling aboard container ships. The flypack system arrives fully pre-wired and can be powered up and ready to go within six hours. The combination of interoperability, portability, and agility promises to revolutionize live production.

Kevin Callahan, Vice President of Studio Remote Operations, FOX Sports

“In remote broadcasting, the only thing constant is change. We’ve gotten to a solution that allows us to use the same system for multiple events and just adapt it very slightly for the needs of a particular broadcast. It’s much more flexible, but it also allows us to bring less and do more.”
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